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First Round of Evaluation

Round 1: Reviewer 1 Report and Author Response

Report: The article is interesting and quite well written. The unique concern is about figures: the quality of figures (both clinical than radiographic) should be improved. After this minor change the manuscript should be accepted for publication

Response: Hi, we tried to go through the paper and corrected the spelling error and as your suggestion about the pictures we also did enhanced all the pictures. Thank You for your patience and understanding.

Round 1: Reviewer 2 Report and Author Response

Report: This is an interesting case report for many dental practitioners and a topic that is not regularly reported in the literature. While I am satisfied with the overall content of this manuscript, there are several areas that need some grammatical corrections e.g. verb tenses. The CASE REPORT part can be improved by condensing the information so that it avoids any repetition of details. Another aspect that requires some clarification is whether the clinician was wearing the mask correctly when the incident happened as the area of injury would typically be covered with a mask.

Response: Hi, we did review the entire paper and we did some modification based on your suggestion such as checking grammatical and spelling error, and we tried to minimize any unnecessary repetition and we also enhanced all pictures.

The second concern you mentioned about the dentist whether he wore a mask or not, it was mentioned in the paper and you can see it on line 65(on your numbering system)
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